Livestock Skill-a-Thon

Senior

1st Cami Miller CB
2nd Ellie Nelson LL
3rd Kyle Parker FH
4th Jonathon Peak PH
5th Brenna Sommers PH
6th Kendra Gresham LL
7th Jackson Strecker TR

Intermediate

1st Cora Brackenridge NB
2nd Luke Parker FH
3rd Valerie Sommers PH
4th River Horner EB
5th Kennedy Strecker TR
5th Kenzie Sommers PH
6th Karly Peak PH
7th Maddy Ikner PH

Junior

1st Kennedy Gresham LL
2nd Evie Blackston LL
3rd Reese Harder PH

Horticulture Judging

Senior

1st Molly Fitzgerald PH
2nd Kaley Fitzgerald PH
3rd Kendra Gresham LL
4th Trent Cabrales
5th Jett Schmidt

Intermediate

1st River Horner EB
2nd Kaley Fitzgerald PH
3rd Emily Fitzgerald PH
4th Grace Ricke BBB
5th Valerie Sommers PH

Junior

1st Kennedy Greshem LL
2nd Evie Blackston LL
3rd Gemma Harder PH
4th- Reece Jackson FH